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Guest Editor
I

Speaks

n this issue of Army News, we commemorate Total Defence
Day and remind ourselves of the importance of doing what
we can to keep Singapore safe and secure.

How do we as Soldiers do it? We ensure that we are always
ready through mobilisation exercises (pages 16 to 17). We
remind ourselves of the reason we take up arms (page 21),
and we keep this message going strong by engaging the next generation through the
SAF-Schools Partnership Programme (page 21).
As part of the Army’s leadership renewal, we saw our Chief Transport Officer’s Change
of Command (page 9) as well as the Change of Appointment of 9th Singapore Division/
Infantry Sergeant Major (page 10).
This is a special year for the Singapore Artillery as they celebrate their 130th anniversary!
Let us hear the stories from our Gunners, past and present, and see how the Singapore
Artillery has grown over the past 130 years (pages 22 to 25).
Lastly, here’s a shout-out to all our female readers. Happy International Women’s Day!
We present to you stories from the women serving our nation (pages 28 to 29); Soldiers,
Daughters, Wives, Mothers.
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WHAT’S UP

04/17 BASIC MILITARY TRAINING
GRADUATION PARADE
||Written CPL Timothy See
|Photography CPL Benjamin Lim

of joy and jubilation reverberated throughout the city from the Marina Bay
CfromriesFloating
Platform on 10 December 2017, Sunday morning. Around 3,780 recruits
Basic Military Training Centre and 1st Battalion, Singapore Infantry Regiment
successfully completed their Basic Military Training. Friends, families and loved ones
were present to witness this momentous occasion and show their heartfelt support
for the soldiers, as they mature from boys into men. Chairman of the Government
Parliamentary Committee for Defence and Foreign Affairs and Member of Parliament
for Sembawang GRC, Mr Vikram Nair was also at the parade as the Reviewing Officer,
congratulating the many recruits on their graduation. The Singapore Army wishes the
newly graduated recruits the very best in all of their future endeavours and duties,
wherever they may serve.
EXCEL THROUGH BASICS! n

107/17 OFFICER CADET COURSE
COMMISSIONING PARADE
||Written LCP Marcus Teo
|Photography PTE Cyril Tang

A

s the day gave way to the evening, 310 Army cadets from the 107/17 Officer
Cadet Course celebrated their commissioning on 16 December 2017, after 38
weeks of gruelling training. With the rhythmic stamping of their boots, the cadets
marched towards the end of one phase of their NS journey, and the beginning of
another. The cadets put their heart and soul into every drill and cheer, displaying
their indomitable spirit and passion to lead, excel and overcome. Giving such an
impressive performance, the cadets could not have made their family and loved ones
any prouder. President Halimah Yacob, Minister for Defence Dr Ng Eng Hen and Chief
of Defence Force LG Perry Lim were also present to witness the commissioning of the
cadets. We would like to extend our heartiest congratulations to the 107/17 batch of
graduates, and wish you all the best in your future appointments!
TO LEAD, TO EXCEL, TO OVERCOME! n
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WHAT’S UP

57/18 BASIC MILITARY TRAINING (SVC)
GRADUATION CEREMONY
||Written CPL Ryan Tan
|Photography PTE Cyril Tang

O

n 2 February, 205 recruits progressed to a fresh
chapter of their National Service passage as they
celebrated the successful completion of their Basic
Military Training (Service) in a Graduation Ceremony
held at the Leaders Hall at Pasir Laba Camp.
Families and friends were present at the ceremony
to congratulate the newly graduated recruits. The
Guest of Honour and Reviewing Officer for the
Ceremony was Commander Army Logistics Training
Institute (ALTI), COL Sng Hock Lin.
EXCEL TO SERVE! n

34/17 SPECIALIST CADET
GRADUATION PARADE
||Written REC Goh Gen Sheng
|Photography REC Isaac Ong

A

fter 22 weeks of hard training, the time came for the cadets to graduate from
the 34/17 Specialist Cadet Course. On 23 February, 1,128 cadets marched
onto the parade square of Pasir Laba Camp as their Specialist Cadet Graduation
Parade began. With the tossing of their peak caps and berets, these cadets
celebrated the end of one journey and the start of another. Senior Minister of
State for Trade & Industry and National Development, Dr Koh Poh Koon was
present to witness the momentous occasion and congratulate the newly
graduated specialists. Our Army wishes the batch of 34/17 specialists all the best
in their future appointments.
WITH PRIDE WE LEAD! n

ARMY NEWS |
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WHAT’S UP

ARMY UNITS
MILESTONE PARADES
||Written CPL Timothy See

T

he past two months saw quite a number of milestone parades taking place from various
units within the Singapore Army. Milestone parades serve a dual purpose, simultaneously
celebrating and marking the end of the soldiers’ 2 years of full-time National Service, whilst
signifying their transition into Operationally Ready National Servicemen. Families and friends
of the NSFs were invited to witness the parade and join their loved ones in celebrating the
completion of this important chapter in their lives. Here’s a quick rundown of the seven milestone
parades that took place:

|Photography PTE Sean Seah

On 11 January, soldiers from the 11th Command, Control,
Communications, Computer & Intelligence Battalion (11 C4I Bn)
held their 5th Mono milestone parade at the Leaders Square
at Pasir Laba Camp. Chief Army Intelligence Officer, COL Paul
Cheak Seck Fai and Commanding Officer of 11 C4I Bn, LTC Lai
Kit Loong were also present during the parade to witness this
memorable event.

11 C4I BN
35 SCE
|Photography REC Isaac Ong

A day later on 12 January, the Combat Engineers from the 35th
Battalion, Singapore Combat Engineers (35 SCE) held their
milestone parade at Seletar Camp. Commander Army Combat
Engineers Group, LTC Ong Cher Howe and Commanding Officer
of 35 SCE, MAJ Lim Shumin were also present during the parade
to grace the occasion.

|Photography PTE Shawn Cheow

Neither rain nor bad weather could deter the soldiers from
the 17th Command, Control, Communications, Computer &
Intelligence Battalion (17 C4I Bn), as they marched onto the
parade square for their milestone parade on the evening of
19 January. Chief of Staff, 3rd Singapore Division, ME7 Chow
Wai Yein and Commanding Officer 17 C4I Bn, LTC Chew Heng
Hwa were also present at the parade to commemorate this
momentous occasion.

17 C4I BN

|Contributed 38 SCE

Our Combat Engineers from the 38th Battalion, Singapore
Combat Engineers (38 SCE) held their milestone parade in
Sungei Gedong Camp on 20 January, with about 300 family
members and loved ones attending the parade to show support
for their loved ones. Witnessing the parade was Commander
Army Combat Engineers Group, LTC Ong Cher Howe.

38 SCE

|Photography LCP Marcus Teo

On 25 January, soldiers from the 9th Battalion, Singapore
Infantry Regiment (9 SIR) held their milestone parade at Maju
Camp. Commanding Officer, 9 SIR, LTC Chase Ong was present to
witness this occasion.

9 SIR
23 SA
|Photography PTE Cyril Tang

On the early morning of 27 January, gunners from the 23rd
Battalion, Singapore Artillery (23 SA), marched onto the parade
square of Khatib Camp for their milestone parade. The guest of
honour for the event was Chief Artillery Officer, COL Michael Ma.

|Photography PTE Sean Seah

On 2 February, soldiers of the 8th Battalion, Singapore Infantry
Regiment (8 SIR) marched onto the parade square of Clementi
Camp as their milestone parade began. Commander 2nd
People’s Defence Force (2 PDF), COL Dinesh Vasu Dash and
Commander SAF Military Police Command, COL Wong Weng
Kong were present at the parade to witness this occasion.

8 SIR
ARMY NEWS |
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WHAT’S UP

INAUGURATION OF SAFWOS
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL
||Written CPL Bryan Tan
|Photography PTE Sean Seah

O

n 17 January, Singapore Armed Forces Warrant Officers School (SAFWOS) was
officially renamed as SAFWOS Leadership School. Akin to the naming of SAFTI
Military Institute, the term “SAFWOS” will be used as a noun and not an acronym.
This is done to ensure that the rich heritage and iconic branding of SAFWOS are
retained whilst being more inclusive towards the Military Experts who are also
trained in the same school. Besides the renaming, several key changes were also
made in the curriculum to better train the leaders, making the inauguration of
the SAFWOS Leadership School a significant milestone for Warrant Officers and
Military Experts. Our Chief of Defence Force, LG Perry Lim was present to witness
this occasion.
WITH PRIDE, WE LEAD! n

LG Perry Lim (Left) and CO, SAFWOS Leadership School , CWO Tarmizh Kannan (Right) unveiling the school’s name and logo

Group photos of the course paticipants

GKS CSC COURSES
OPENING CEREMONY
||Written LCP Brandon Kit
|Photography PTE Shawn Cheow

O

n 2 February, around 217 SAF Officers participated
in the opening ceremony of the Goh Keng Swee
Command and Staff College (GKS CSC) courses for
2018, held at Temasek Club. Aimed at nurturing
and training the officers within the SAF, GKS CSC
incorporates a multi-disciplinary approach with
current affairs to hone the critical thinking of the
officers. The courses running this year are the 49th
CSC, 10th and 11th CSC (Executive) as well as the

8
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19th CSC (National Service). Our Chief of Defence
Force, LG Perry Lim was present at the ceremony
as the Guest of Honour to welcome the students
and assured them it would be a challenging and
rewarding year for them. We wish the leaders the
very best for their learning journey, and may they
emerge from their respective courses as capable and
passionate leaders in their profession of arms. n

WHAT’S UP

CHIEF TRANSPORT OFFICER
CHANGE OF COMMAND
The symbolic handing over of the Command Baton from COL Liew (Left) to SLTC Tan (Right)

||Written LCP Brandon Kit
|Photos Contributed Transport Formation Media Team

O

n 17 January, Our Army witnessed the successful change of command of the
Transport Formation from COL James Liew Yoon Sing to SLTC Tan See Hai at
Sembawang Camp. Commander Combat Service Support Command (CSSCOM),
BG Lam Sheau Kai was present to witness this momentous occasion.
Looking back on his two years as the Chief Transport Officer, COL Liew remarked
“Every single day is an exciting day in transport. I would be lying if I said being
Chief Transport Officer is an easy job. Some of you had stepped forward to offer
ideas, suggestions and comforting words when we faced difficult issues and
for that, I am very appreciative. Though it has been a tough job, I must say the
journey has been both fulfilling and satisfying.” The Singapore Army would like
to thank COL Liew for his steadfast and dedicated service during his command
of the Transport Formation and wish SLTC Tan the very best in his future
endeavours in his new appointment.
RELIABLE, EFFICIENT, PROFESSIONAL! n

BG Lam (Left) affixing the Transport Formation Patch for SLTC Tan (Right)

COL Liew inspecting the parade

ARMY NEWS |
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WHAT’S UP

9 DIV / INF SERGEANT MAJOR
CHANGE OF APPOINTMENT PARADE
CWO Wong (Left) handing over the appointment to SWO Chua (Right), witnessed by COL Lim (Centre)

|| Contributed by 9 Division Media Team

O

n 1 December 2017, we witnessed the Change of Appointment Parade of
HQ 9th Singapore Division (9 Div)/ Infantry Sergeant Major at the home of
Infantry, Selarang Camp. In the presence of all invited guests and soldiers of
the Infantry tribe, CWO Jeffrey Wong handed the appointment over to SWO
Gary Chua. Commander 9 Div/ Chief Infantry Officer, COL Andrew Lim was the
witnessing officer for the parade. The Singapore Army would like to thank CWO
Jeffrey Wong for serving 9 Div/ Infantry and we wish him the very best for his
future endeavours.
FORGING AHEAD! n
COL Lim (Left) presenting the letter of appreciation to CWO Wong (Right)

BG Tan inspecting the parade

1 AMB
CHALLENGE SHIELD
||Written CPL Timothy See
|Photography CPL Teo Zhi Guang & REC Isaac Ong

O

n the morning of 19 January, at Sungei Gedong Camp, soldiers from the
1st Army Maintenance Base (1 AMB) held their annual Challenge Shield to
commemorate their 40th Anniversary this year. In addition, the Challenge also
serves to build cohesiveness within and between the depots in the battalion as
well as to develop fighting spirit, discipline and leadership within the individuals.
The Challenge consists of a variety of physical
exercises, kicking off with a four-kilometre run within
the camp premises and followed by a wide range of
physical activities and games. Congratulations to 1
AMB on their 40th Anniversary, here’s to many more
years to come !
ADEPT. MOTIVATED. BEST! n
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Scan the QR code to
watch the video.

The 1 AMB Challenge Shield

WHAT’S UP

SINGAPORE & PHILIPPINE
ARMIES PROFESSIONAL
EXCHANGE
||Written CPL Ashley Seek
|Photography PTE Sean Seah

F

rom 4 to 15 December 2017, the Singapore and Philippine Armies
participated in an Urban Operations (UO) professional exchange. Conducted
by the Infantry Training Institute (ITI) at the Murai Urban Training Facility,
it allowed for cross-sharing between the two armies on small unit Tactics,
Techniques and Procedures required to operate in a complex urban operating
environment.
The exchange culminated in the execution of a Platoon UO Mission. Commander
ITI, COL Liew Kok Keong shared, “Both armies gained knowledge and skillsets from the professional exchange and forged stronger bonds, which will
strengthen the cooperation in our counter-terrorism efforts and improve the
security of our region.” n

Group photo of Singapore and Philippine armies soldiers from
participating in the UO professional exchange

ARMY NEWS |
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WHAT’S UP

01/17 RECON TAB
PRESENTATION
||Written CPL Timothy See
|Photography CPL Teo Zhi Guang

O

n the morning of 3 February, family and friends witnessed the graduation of
the 01/17 Reconnaissance Commander Course (RCC). The RCC is conducted
by the Combat Intelligence School (CIS) over a period of 12½ weeks. The RCC
culminated in a 10-day summary exercise at Pulau Tekong. After the exercise
was over, the graduands marched from the SAF Ferry Terminal towards the sandy
shores of Changi Beach. There, friends and family members awaited them, where
they would pin on the prestigious RECON Tab onto the graduands. Commanding
Officer CIS, LTC Heng Aik Fine was present to witness the parade and congratulate
the graduands.
We at the Singapore Army heartily congratulate the soldiers for successfully
completing the RCC. We wish them all the very best in their future endeavours as
Reconnaissance Commanders! n

BG Tan inspecting the parade

BLOOD DONATION AS A
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
||Written CPL Ashley Seek
|Photos Contributed CSSCOM

C

ombat Service Support Command (CSSCOM) has several Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiatives including blood donation. In 2016, CSSCOM
adopted a blood bank and had donated a total of 1,086 blood packets. In the year
2017, they broke their own record and contributed 1,131 packets in total.
“Blood donation is just one very direct way in which our servicemen can help those
in need and realise their power to help their countrymen and women,” Chief Of
Staff, CSSCOM, ME7 Daniel Chua said, “The adoption of the blood bank at Westgate
Tower was a mutually beneficial cooperation between CSSCOM and the Singapore
Red Cross to achieve the desired objectives amidst resource intense challenges
faced by the traditional Mobile Blood Donations of the past.” n
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Commander CSSCOM receiving a plaque in appreciation of their efforts

WHAT’S UP

SAF VOLUNTEER CORPS
CELEBRATES 3RD ANNIVERSARY!
||Written CPL Bryan Tan
|Photography CPL Tan Jit Jenn

T

he Singapore Armed Forces Volunteer Corps (SAFVC) celebrated their third
anniversary on 10 February. To commemorate this day, SAFVC Volunteers
(SVs) took part in the SV Strong Challenge where they worked together as a team
to pit their strength and wits to overcome a series of challenges.
Commander SAFVC, COL Ong Kok Wui encouraged SVs to be good stewards of the
SAFVC so that they can contribute and support the SAF. SVs can play their part to
keep Singapore safe and secure.
SAFVC is a uniformed volunteer scheme formed in 2015, and to date, over 300 SVs
have been deployed to support our active units and NSmen across the Army, Navy
and Air Force. The largest SV deployment for a single event was NDP 2017 with
over 100 SVs deployed. The Singapore Army would like to thank all SVs for your
contributions and commitment.
STEADFAST AND VIGILANT! n

SVs carrying heavy jerry cans and climbing up a flight of stairs

Putting their strength to the test with the tyre flip challenge

Warming up before the SV Strong Challenge

ARMY NEWS |
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FEATURE

MILITARY POLICE & SECURITY TROOPER
APPRECIATION DAY
||Written CPL Ashley Seek & LCP Brandon Kit

|Photography CPL Benjamin Lim & PTE Shawn Cheow

T

here are heroes who shine in the spotlight, and there are those who work
tirelessly outside of it. These are also the heroes we need to deter security
threats.
Throughout the year, our Military Police and Security Troopers (MP&ST) stay
vigilant and stand guard 24/7, watching over our homeland. On 12 January,
in appreciation of their unflagging contributions, Commanders from the
various camps, bases and Key Installations across Singapore presented the
MP&ST Recognition Day Coins to the security personnel on duty. Commander
2 PDF, COL Dinesh Vasu Dash and Commander SAF MP Command, COL Wong
Weng Kong, paid tributes to the security personnel at Clementi Camp and
Mowbray Camp respectively.
During his address, COL Dinesh talked about the importance of every Security
Trooper’s duty, “It is very important for soldiers to be protecting our camps,
equipment and placement of our command posts. All of these are placed where

COL Dinesh presenting the MP & ST Recognition Day Coin

they are for a purpose. These are important areas
that you must defend. . . It is a tireless job, 365 days
of work around the clock, so we want to take today
to show our appreciation to all of you.”
Similarly, COL Wong also addressed the MPs at
Mowbray Camp. He spoke of the significance of the
occasion and the jobs it recognises. “This MP&ST day
is a gesture to recognise the work, contribution and
the difficulties that our MPs and STs face every day
when they do their job. This is an important job. I
thank you for your service in advance, and I know
(that) no matter how challenging it will be, you will
still do a good job.”

COL Wong presenting the MP & ST Recognition Day Coin
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To all MPs and STs, we salute you and thank you for
your efforts in keeping our camps and installations
safe! n

FEATURE

PRESIDENT’S VISIT TO BMTC
||Written LCP Marcus Teo

|Photography Mr Aloysius Lum

O

n 23 January, President Halimah Yacobvisited the SAF Basic Military Training
Centre (BMTC) at Pulau Tekong, her first visit to a SAF unit. During her visit,
President Halimah was given an introductory brief by Commander BMTC, COL
Patrick Ong. President Halimah also visited the National Service (NS) Gallery,
which showcases the evolution of NS and various aspects of the NS experience.
President Halimah witnessed the recruits undergoing Basic Close Combat
Training and SAR 21 Technical Handling Training. Speaking to the media,
President Halimah underscored the continued importance of NS as the
cornerstone of Singapore’s defence and encouraged Singaporeans to show their
support to National Servicemen. She said, “As we all know, National Service is
very important. It is the bedrock of our National Defence and we depend on a
very strong defence for our survival, our success and our security. We know that
our NSmen form the backbone of our National Service and therefore, we must
constantly show our support and encouragement for them.”
President Halimah was accompanied by Senior Minister of State for Defence Dr
Mohamad Maliki Bin Osman, Chief of Defence Force LG Perry Lim, Chief of Army
MG Melvyn Ong, and other senior officers from the Army. n

President Halimah Yacob signing the guestbook at BMTC
Recruits giving their all in Basic Close Combat Training

President Halimah Yacob interacting with the recruits
undergoing SAR 21 Technical Handling Training

ARMY NEWS |
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FEATURE

ARMY
MOBILISATION
EXERCISE
||Written CPL Bryan Tan
|Photography Mr Aloysius Lum, Mr Lee Xiang Rong, CPL Benjamin Lim and CPL Teo Zhi Guang

SAF has steadily built up capabilities over the years
Tfullhetospectrum
become a force that is able to respond effectively to a
of operations. Besides defending Singapore,

providing humanitarian assistance and disaster relief to
the international community and supporting Home Team
agencies in civil disasters and emergencies, the Army also
has to protect the lives of our people, assets and critical
infrastructure by conducting Homeland Security operations
when called upon.

Ready for Operations!

From 26 to 27 January, the Singapore Army conducted a
large-scale mobilisation and equipping exercise (MOBEX)
involving some 8,000 Active and Operationally Ready
National Servicemen from HQ 9th Singapore Division (HQ
9 DIV) and its assigned units. The exercise serves to test the
Army’s readiness to respond to a full spectrum of operations,
to ensure the peace and security of Singapore.
Soldiers from 3rd Battalion, Singapore Guards going through search and arrest drills

On the first day, Regulars and full-time National Servicemen
(NSF) from the Army Standby Force were activated to
respond to a simulated homeland security threat. Later that
day, after arriving on scene at the Singapore Sports Hub
in response to the threat of an active shooter, the soldiers
of the 3rd Battalion, Singapore Infantry Regiment (3 SIR)
successfully conducted a cordon-and-search operation
alongside the Singapore Police Force and the Sports Hub
security officers to secure the area and neutralise any
threats.
Apprehending a perpetrator that was detected carrying weapons

Scan the QR code to
watch the video.

We have heard countless stories of many cities being
attacked by terrorists and Singapore is not exempted from
any of these threats. Though we have not been attacked yet,
we have to remain vigilant, we have to be ready to protect
our home.
After witnessing the successful execution of the exercise at
the Singapore Sports Hub, Assistant Chief of the General
Staff (Operations) BG Ng Ying Thong (Left) said, “All our
servicemen, be it NSFs, NSmen or Regulars are professionally
trained, very competent and committed to ensure Singapore is
safe and secure. ”

On the morning of 27 January, NSmen from HQ 9 DIV
and assigned units were mobilised and reported to their
respective camps in the morning. There, they were equipped
and underwent soldier fundamentals refresher training.
Soldiers from 790 SIR undergoing refresher training

MOBILISATION & EQUIPPING CENTRES

The first mobilisation exercise was conducted back in the
1980s. Since then, much improvement has been made to
refine the processes and enhance the system.

Utilising the self-service kiosks for their in-processing

This mobilisation also showcased the Enhanced One-Stop
Mobilisation and Equipping Centres (MEC). Aligned with
the Army’s concept of “One-Stop” MECs, Selarang MEC
enables mobilised units to report and be equipped at a
single location with all essential supplies delivered to the
MEC. The streamlined process has reduced the preparation
time and manpower required for units to be ready for
operations through structural and information technology
improvements. n
ARMY NEWS |
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FEATURE

||Written CPL Timothy See
|Photos By Pioneer

15 February, our nation celebrates Total Defence
Ethevery
Day in remembrance of the day Singapore fell to
Japanese 76 years ago. Total Defence Day serves as

a reminder of what could happen to us if we ourselves
cannot defend Singapore, and to strengthen our resolve
to keep Singapore safe and sovereign.
That morning, a Total Defence Day event was held
in conjunction with the 51st Civilian War Memorial
Ceremony to commemorate the civilian victims of
the Japanese Occupation. President Halimah Yacob
officiated the event, accompanied by Second Minister
for Defence Mr Ong Ye Kung and other senior officers
from the SAF.

Observing a minute of silence for those who lost their lives in the Japanese Occupation

Group photo with the National Cadet Corps Command Band Swiss Winds

Group photo with SAF veterans

||Written LCP Marcus Teo
||Photos By PTE Sean Seah

A

s a rite of passage in the Army, around 300 soldiers from
4th Battalion, Singapore Infantry Regiment (4 SIR)
received their weapons as part of a Weapon Presentation
Ceremony on 14 Feburary, the night before Total Defence
Day. It was fitting that the event was held at Changi Beach,
where the Sook Ching Operations occurred. The ceremony
serves to remind servicemen of the need to defend Singapore
by revisiting the history of Changi Beach during World War
II, where innocent civilians were massacred during the
Sook Ching killings. It also acts as a timely reminder to the
servicemen that their families and loved ones are those they
swore to protect with their lives.
Commanding Officer, 4 SIR, LTC Helmi addressing the soldiers.

SAF-SCHOOLS
PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAMME
||Written LCP Brandon Kit
||Photos By Army News
Students of NYJC running with the Integrated Load Bearing Vest and field packs at the SSPP with 30 SCE

ACJC student trying out the iconic tyre flip at the SSPP with 48 SAR

Student from Boon Lay Secondary School trying on camo cream at
the SSPP with 9 AMB

Students of NYJC learning about the Foldable Longspan Bridge.

I

n light of Total Defence Day, we
remember that the defence of our
nation rests upon our shoulders. It is
indeed crucial to educate the younger
generations on its importance to ensure
Singapore’s continued safety. From 13
to 14 February, students from various
schools managed to get a taste of the
Army experience as various Army Units
went to the schools as part of the SAFSchools Partnership Programme (SSPP).
This programme serves to educate and
engage students on National Service
and the Army. Total Defence builds on
the collective efforts of each individual
in society to keep Singapore strong,
secure and cohesive. n
ARMY NEWS |
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FEATURE

FROM ONE GUNNER
TO THE NEXT - 130
YEARS & COUNTING

Scan the QR code to
watch the video.

||Written LCP Brandon Kit
|Photography CPL Tan Jit Jenn

en of Steel, King of the Battlefield and First in the Orient. The In plotting the course for the future of the Singapore Armed Forces,
M
Singapore Artillery seeks out, bombards and obliterates anything our leaders often face the difficult decision of deciding which wellin their path, an integral part of the Singapore Armed Forces’ strike established practices and values to preserve and which ones to discard.
capabilities. Ever wondered how the Artillery can hit a target they
can’t see? An intricate sequence of events involving four separate
components, namely Reconnaissance and Survey, Field Artillery
Meteorological Systems, Radars and of course, Guns, before a round
is released. The role of Artillery has evolved from simply providing fire
support to being crucial in delivering strategic and operational effects.

The ability to review 130 years’ worth of lessons in retrospect facilitates
a greater degree of confidence and assurance when our leaders
determine how to build the Singapore Artillery. In essence, this is
especially beneficial when grappling with both change and continuity.

With 130 years to look back on, many have walked through the gates
of the Singapore Artillery. In reviewing the memories of gunners from
130 years. The Singapore Artillery is the oldest arm of the Singapore generation to generation, we take a step back and see the journey of
Armed Forces, tracing its roots all the way back to colonial times when this formation through the lens of those who walked this path. Let’s
it went by another name- the Singapore Volunteer Artillery. This then hear what some of our soldiers have to say, from one gunner to the next.
begets the question- Is there any value in tracing its origins so far back
or was it done to create an artificially long history?

COL Michael Ma is the current Chief Artillery Officer. One thing unites gunners across
generations- the Gunner’s Spirit. “The Gunner’s Spirit is in essence, the can-do spirit, that
regardless of how difficult the circumstance or situation, we will succeed in achieving the
mission. To be men of steel requires us to be able to withstand the heat of battle but yet
remain cool and calm to think our way out of the difficult situations.” COL Ma had this to
say to gunners, both past and present. “Our pioneer gunners, we’ve done very well, we’ve
put in the hard work, we’ve built a strong formation. To the current generation and future
generations, learn from the past and we must continue to strive, to work hard and always
have a can-do spirit. That’s the way that we will ensure that the Artillery remains at the
forefront of the Army.”

SWO Lim Sin Soon is the current Formation Sergeant Major of the Singapore Artillery. To
him, the 130th Anniversary celebrations serve as a crucial platform to ensure continuity in
the form of traditions amidst the many changes time may herald. “This is an opportunity
to pass down our history and traditions of the Artillery formation to the next generation
of gunners.” With gunners actively helping out during major events even after leaving the
formation, SWO Lim feels it is safe to say that this spirit is alive and well. “The Artillery
formation organises and takes charge of certain events such as the 28th SEA Games as
well as past SAF Day parades. With all these events organised, a lot of our gunners who are
retirees, who are out of formation, are willing to support the formation for all the events.”

1WO (RET) Hoong Sin Fatt (Right) was the Artillery
Formation’s Sergeant Major from 6 Dec 1980 to 7 Sept 1984
and 1 Apr 1989 to 1 Apr 1992. Looking back on his fruitful
journey, 1WO (RET) Hoong recounted his fondest memory
- crash action. “Then, we can be very tired, carrying the
mortar for seven days, walking through difficult terrains
but the moment we hear the words ‘Prepare for crash
action!’ no matter how tired we are, we have to do so
and deliver fire as soon as possible.” To the generations
of gunners after him, 1WO (RET) Hoong emphasised the
importance of loyalty, “Loyalty must always be there. Once
a Gunner, Always a Gunner.” Years and even decades may
pass, but 1WO (RET) Hoong Sin Fatt’s heart will always
remain with the Singapore Artillery.
MSG (NS) Chen Renchuan Joshua (Left) is a HQ Sergeant Major from the 234th Battalion,
Singapore Artillery. He was filled with pride when he was given the chance to operate
the Field Howitzer (FH) 2000 during his time. “Back in the day, the FH 2000 was the elite
howitzer weapon in the Singapore Artillery. It gave us a lot of pride to use this weapon as it
was one of the longest ranging weapons in the world (then), up to a distance of 40km . . . I
can remember vividly one of the live-firing exercises overseas. We were at the deployment
ground, and we had a direct line of sight to the live-firing area. When the rounds were fired,
we could see them exploding on the live-firing area. It was especially satisfying to see all the
rounds landing on the same spot because this emphasises the point of Artillery- On Time,
On Target.” MSG (NS) Joshua feels that the 130th Anniversary celebrations are important
because of how it commemorates the past while mapping the blueprints for the future. “I
believe it is very important because we would like to remember our forefathers and the contributions
made by the men and women who have served in the Singapore Artillery. Of course, it also
allows the current batch to bond as well and see how we can take the Artillery formation
to greater heights.” In remembering and learning from our victories and setbacks, we can
better face the future.
3SG (NS) Prithiv Kasi Natha Dhurai (Right) was a Detachment Commander for the Singapore
Self-Propelled Howitzer (SSPH) Primus from the 21st Battalion, Singapore Artillery. To him,
getting a chance to fire a round from the SSPH was refreshing and exhilarating. “While
we trained for nearly one and a half years in our respective platforms and practiced via
multiple rotations that we conducted in Singapore, this was our first opportunity to handle
live rounds and actually fire them so it was the first chance we had to put our skills to
good use and show the fruits of our training.” Sometimes, one needs to look back to the
past to appreciate the present. For this very reason, 3SG (NS) Prithiv feels it is important
to commemorate the 130th anniversary of Artillery. “It reminds us of how far we’ve come
since we first began. With the Maxim guns in 1889 to the HIMARS system in 2009, we have
seen many improvements to weapon platforms and many different generations training
on these platforms.”
2LT Wong Sheng Wei Brendan (Left) is a Battery Recce Officer from the 23rd Battalion,
Singapore Artillery, Charlie Battery. To 2LT Brendan, the best time he had were times spent
with those fighting next to him. “Perhaps the best times I had in this formation would be all
the outfields that I went on with my battery. Before, during and even after every outfield,
it’s a very heartwarming sight to see everyone, regardless of rank or appointment helping
each other out and working hand in hand to ensure that the outfield goes smoothly.” 2LT
Brendan believes that future gunners will have an enriching experience in the formation,
just as he did. “In this formation you meet different people who will take care of you, teach
you and also groom you into becoming excellent soldiers or rather, excellent gunners. Do
not be afraid to ask for help, treasure your time here and also make the most out of it. I can
assure you that you will never regret being a gunner in this formation.”

Being First in the Orient, the Singapore Artillery has spearheaded various breakthroughs in the field of Artillery, even on the international stage. One example
would be the development of the world’s first heli-portable artillery gun which can also be driven by an engine mounted on the gun: the Singapore Light Weight
Howtizer Pegasus. Indeed, with 130 years of rich history to look back on, we can be sure that the Singapore Artillery will continue to excel for many more years to
come.
ONCE A GUNNER, ALWAYS A GUNNER! n
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FEATURE

OVER THE YEARS:

THE EVOLUTION OF SINGAPORE ARTILLERY
As days turned to years and years to decades, the Singapore Artillery has witnessed continued growth and
development. As mentioned earlier, it requires cooperation between four separate components, involving
Reconnaissance and Survey, Field Artillery Meteorological Systems, Radars and of course, Guns, before a round is
released. Here we showcase the evolution of the Singapore Artillery through its guns and weapon systems across
an elaborate journey, 130 years and counting. n

1889- DELIVERY OF FOUR MAXIM GUNS

1967- 120MM LIGHT MORTAR

1973- M68 GUN

Four Maxim guns arrived by S.S Glenshire, and with this
acquisition, the Singapore Volunteer Artillery became the
first Maxim Gun Company in the British forces. The funds for
the weapons came from merchants who pooled together a
total of $10,524. The weapon was awarded the gold medal
at the Inventors’ Exhibition in 1886, and the producers were
overwhelmed with orders from many countries.

The first artillery weapon bought by the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF), many 1st Generation gunners
would remember handling this weapon. It weighed in at
122.62kg and was capable of firing 6 rounds per minute
over a maximum distance of 6.3km. It was manned by the
20th Singapore Artillery Battalion back in 1967.

This was the first modern Gun Howitzer in the Singapore
Armed Forces, weighing in at a hefty 8,700kg, capable
of firing 4 rounds per minute with a maximum range of
around 20km. 23rd Battalion, Singapore Artillery (23 SA)
had the honour of being the first battalion to be equipped
with this weapon system.

1988- FH 88 HOWITZER COMMISSIONED

1991- TPQ 37

1995- FIELD HOWITZER 2000 (FH 2000)

Developed and manufactured by Ordnance Development
Engineering, the FH 88 is a 39-calibre long-range field
artillery system. The FH 88 Gun Howitzer has a maximum
range of 30km and is capable of firing six rounds per
minute. It was also a momentous occation for the
formation as they celebrated their 100-year anniversary
in 1988.

The TPQ 37 Weapon Locating Radar came into service in
1991 and was employed to serve as the “eyes and ears” of
the battlefield, picking out enemy artillery positions and
enabling gun battalions to deliver accurate counter fire
missions.

The FH 2000 was fully designed, engineered and
manufactured locally. The gun requires a crew of 8 to operate
and features a hydraulics system that makes it easier to deploy
and fire. It is also self-propelled and has a maximum firing
range of 40 km.

1974- M114 HOWITZER

1978- FIELD ARTILLERY METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM

1982- M71

Refurbished M114 155mm Howitzers were delivered to
Singapore and put under the charge of 23 SA. It could
engage targets up to 14.6km away at a rate of 3 rounds per
minute. Also, all artillery units were redesignated with the
suffix “Battalion, Singapore Artillery” that year.

Meteorological data is one of the prerequisites for
accurate artillery fire. Through plotting and computation,
the meteorological data will be computed. The WF3M
Meteorological Radar measures the upper-air wind
conditions while the Vaisala Radiosonde Unit measures
pressure, temperature and humidity.

The 155mm M71 Gun Howitzer had a maximum range of
23.5km and could fire four rounds per minute. In 1989, it
was upgraded and renamed M71S and could be deployed
within two minutes, whereas its predecessor required 12
minutes.

2003- SINGAPORE SELF PROPELLED HOWITZER (SSPH) PRIMUS 2005- SINGAPORE LIGHT WEIGHT HOWITZER (SLWH) PEGASUS

2009- HIGH MOBILITY ARTILLERY ROCKET SYSTEM (HIMARS)

The first of its kind in the region, the Primus is Singapore’s
very own 155mm, 39-calibre Self-Propelled Howitzer.
The product of another successful tripartite collaboration
between the SAF, Defence Science and Technology Agency
and Singapore Technologies Kinetics, the PRIMUS is able
to support the fast-paced, high tempo operations of
armoured brigades.

Introduced in 2009, the HIMARS carries a single pod of
six Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) rockets and is
designed to launch the entire MLRS family of munitions.
Each rocket contains a single 200-pound class controlled
fragmentation high explosive unitary warhead capable
of providing lethal and precise fires. The HIMARS is able
to strike targets as far as 70 km away. The HIMARS also
requires less than 20 seconds to be prepared for firing
and a full launcher load of six rockets can be fired within
45 seconds.

Named after the winged horse in Greek mythology,
Pegasus, the Singapore Light Weight Hotwitzer was the
world’s first heli-transportable 155mm gun. The self propelled gun is the result of a joint initiative by the SAF,
the Defence Science and Technology Agency and Singapore
Technologies Kinetics.
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FEATURE

SOLAR
POWERED
INNOVATION
||Written CPL Timothy See

|Photos Contributed 3 AMB

S

ometimes, a well-established method may not
always be the best one. Innovation is required
to keep things in top form and running at peak
efficiency. One such example could be found in
the simple power generators, something that ME2
Laurence Oh of the 3rd Army Maintenance Base (3
AMB) discovered. While providing maintenance
support for operators, he noticed that the operators
were required to access remote locations to refill
the diesel generators on a daily basis. The process
is both extremely taxing on the personnel, and also
inefficient.

Using solar power as a basis for the grid brought many benefits such as increased environmental friendliness,
reduced maintenance frequency and costs, as well as simply being more efficient than the previous diesel
generators. The system was also modular, with the batteries and panels easily replaced and customised
to cater for varying operational requirements. The modular system was also significantly safer than the
previous refuelling process, with a far lower chance of failure due to either mechanical or human error.
The implementation of the system cuts manpower requirements by a whopping 40%. The operator
maintenance regime for the generators went from being daily to just twice weekly. Technician checks were
also reduced from being weekly to quarterly, in addition to savings on diesel and generator maintenance.

ME2 Oh and the rest of the team demonstrated both proactiveness and innovativeness in the proposal
and implementation of the system. In one swoop, they not only improved operational efficiency through
a method easily transferable to other active units, they also successfully utilised and promoted green
To resolve the issue, ME2 Oh and his team, consisting technology, an impressive feat and one worthy of high praise. n
of ME4 Wayne Chai and ME5 Francis proposed the
concept of an Off-Grid Power System (OGPS) to
replace the diesel generators and by association,
the need to constantly refill them. The system would
utilise solar panels in conjunction with batteries
to provide the necessary power needed to act as a
suitable substitute for the diesel generators.
The team went to great lengths to conceptualise and
optimise the solar powered system, performing the
energy demand calculations, designing the circuitry
and fabricating the system all within a span of just
two weeks. ME2 Oh requested for permission to
load-test the system before fielding it for use in
operations.
Battling Rope station
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ME2 Oh (Centre) and his teammates, ME4 Chai (Right ) and ME5 Francis (Left)

FEATURE

BATTERY STORAGE
INNOVATION
||Written CPL Timothy See

|Photos Contributed Maintenance and Engineering Support

S

ince the turn of the millennium, lithium-ion
batteries have been a commonplace feature
in our everyday lives, powering phones, laptops,
cameras and a bevy of other portable electronics.
Despite their common and widespread use, these
batteries pose a very real and dangerous safety
hazard in the form of lithium-ion battery fires. Each
battery contains a flammable electrolyte which can
react violently in the case of a short circuit, causing
fires or even explosions. Short circuits can occur in
various ways, such as material breakdown within the
battery or from charging the battery too quickly.
In March 2016, such risks were realised when a small
fire broke out in camp due to a lithium-ion battery.
After the incident, the Power & Energy Engineering
Branch (P&EE) of Maintenance and Engineering
Support (MES) took action to safeguard against such
incidents in the future. Visiting active units across
Singapore, they ensure that the batteries are stored
safely and also educate servicemen on the proper
procedures for handling and storing the batteries.

their Branch Head, ME6 Kaiser Tan, the team came up with the idea to use ammunition boxes in place of
the Li-Po bags for storing the batteries. The boxes already saw widespread use within the Army, meaning
recycling and repurposing the boxes would be a significantly easier and more cost-effective task. The boxes
also could withstand temperatures of up to a 1,200°C, far more than the temperature of the Lithium-Ion
battery fires, which only go up to 500°C.
Going ahead with the plan, Team GUNDAM worked closely with the General Support Ammunition Base to
procure the ammunition boxes to be recycled. Once they acquired the boxes, soldiers from the MES formation
came together to repaint the boxes. The boxes were painted yellow in order to differentiate them from the
standard blue ammunition boxes. The team of painters was led by Commander Combat Service Support
Command (CSSCOM), BG Lam Sheau Kai.
Needless to say, the project was a rousing success, with a total of 1,065 boxes painted in total, and
subsequently distributed among all active units in the Army. The initiative cost a total of $22,620, which
was much lesser than it would have cost to implement the commercial practice. MES showcased not just a
commendable spirit of both innovation and fiscal prudence during the project, but also a sense of team spirit,
as the formation banded together to make their concept a reality. n

Under commercial practice, lithium-ion batteries
have to be stored in Li-Po safe bags, which cost $12
for a single bag. These bags are then stored in a FireSafety Cabinet, which cost $2,500 individually. Larger
batteries that do not fit within the bags are placed
directly into the cabinet. With the sheer number of
lithium-ion batteries used by the Singapore Army,
the total cost of implementing the practice would be
very high.
In order to devise a more affordable solution to the
problem at hand, Team GUNDAM from the P&EE
branch banded together to tackle the task head-on.
Led by ME4 Madeline Lau under the supervision of

BG Lam leading the team of painters from the MES formation
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Soldiers, Daughters, Wives, Mothers The Women Serving Our Nation!
||Written LCP Marcus Teo

N

|Photos LCP Marcus Teo & Interviewees

ow, more than ever, there's a strong call-to-action to press forward feminist, journalist and activist once explained that "The story of women's
and progress gender parity. There's a strong call to press for progress by struggle for equality belongs to no single feminist nor to any one organization,
motivating and uniting friends, colleagues and whole communities to think, act but to the collective efforts of all who care about human rights."
and be gender inclusive.
This International Women’s Day, we caught up with four women who are
Collective action and shared ownership for driving gender parity is what makes serving in our Army, obliterating the notion that soldiering is a man’s game.
International Women's Day successful. Gloria Steinem, a world-renowned Let’s hear from some of our women in green serving the nation!
CPT Vivien Lee is a Staff Officer (Doctrine), serving in Joint Doctrine and Operations Development Branch,
Joint Operations Department. At 29 years of age, CPT Lee has been in service for 10 years and just last year,
she welcomed her baby girl into her family. One of CPT Lee’s challenges in the course of her career was
the expectation placed on her as a female leader. CPT Lee shared that “being a female officer, a female
commander, people expect us to do well. If we do well then yes, we are just like any other male officer. But
if we do badly, if we don’t do well, and even if we make just the slightest mistake, people think that a male
officer in our position would have done better”. To show that she was just as good, or even better than her
male counterparts, CPT Lee constantly pushed herself to go the extra mile. She expressed that “I need to
put in 110% effort to show that I am trying my best all the time. Even if I’m very lethargic, I always have to
put in the extra effort to motivate my men”. Having done well in her career thus far, one would think that
it would be difficult for CPT Lee to pinpoint her greatest achievement. But without a doubt, CPT Lee shared
that her proudest moment happened just six months ago. She said that “for myself, I’m most proud that I
can manage work and family. And now that I have a little baby girl, I’m proud that I can be a role model for
her to look upon when she grows up”.

CPT Lee and her family

For 21 years, ME6 Sima Rai has served in the Army and currently, she is in Headquarters Combat Service
Support Command (HQ CSSCOM) and is the Head Combat Service Support IT Branch. In her many years
of service, nothing gave ME6 Sima Rai more satisfaction than helping in the development of her men, by
treating them like they were her own children. Reminiscing her time as the Commanding Officer of 6th
Army Maintenance Base (6 AMB), ME6 Sima Rai said that “the job gives you the opportunity to touch the
hearts of many of our soldiers. Every Singaporean son that passes through the unit interacts with me, and I
make it a point to get to know every soldier. Some have adaptation problems in the military, and some have
challenges. After two years when they leave, you can see that they are more adaptive, more positive, and
how they have grown from boys to men”. Having gone through so much, her advice to other women was
this: “brace your strength, live with courage, express with love, unleash yourselves and do what you truly
believe in. As a woman, there is no limit to what you can do. We have this special innate ability to connect in
a more emotional and personal way, and we can use this to our advantage”.

ME6 Sima Rai and her family

MSG Nur Hamizah Binte Mohd Mahmud is a Signal Store IC & Central Pool IC
for the 30th Battalion, Singapore Combat Engineers. MSG Hamizah joined the
Army 10 years ago at 18 years of age in order to help support her family. She
shared that “my father was the sole breadwinner in the family then and he was
not financially strong enough to afford my further education. Being the eldest
in the family, I was looking for opportunities that could help me expand my
career as well as being able to pursue my studies. The Army has been supporting
my continuous learning and that has helped me to develop my potential until
today. Being able to graduate with a diploma last year even though it was a
tough journey to juggle work and studies is for me, my greatest achievement”.
Of course, this would not have been possible without the help of MSG Hamizah’s
fellow servicewomen, who helped her to adjust to military life. Now as she
stands tall and proud, MSG Hamizah expressed that “now there is a trend of
many females joining the Army. They may have a hard time adjusting to the
Army’s lifestyle, where there is a lot of discipline, and certain work processes
or terms that they don’t understand. As a senior, I try to guide them, and help
them in any way I can”.

MSG Hamizah (Right) at an Army recruitment event

“Amazing” was how SV1 Lee Rou Hui described her journey in the SAF Volunteer
Corps (SAFVC) thus far. In the Corps, she is deployed as an InfoMedia staff. In
her day to day life, however, SV1 Lee works as an HR Officer, taking care of the
welfare and administration of her fellow co-workers. Thinking back, the initial
reason that drove SV1 Lee to join SAFVC was the fact that her husband also
serves in the Army. SV1 Lee shared that “I initially joined SAFVC because my
husband is a regular and I wanted to know why they are so passionate about
their job and why they are serving. After joining SAFVC, I realised that when I
receive comments like ‘thank you for serving and thank you for volunteering’, it

gives me a sense of pride and honour, and this makes me want to do more for
the country”. For many, managing a career and joining SAFVC would be very
stressful and even daunting. However, SV1 Lee shared that “when I tell others
that I’m volunteering, people ask me isn’t it tough for a girl, why volunteer and
work?’ But I feel that one’s gender shouldn’t be a hindrance to serving the nation
and shouldn’t stop one from joining the Army. Luckily for me, my bosses and
colleagues are also very supportive of my being an SV, and they always tell me
that it is a higher calling”.

SV1 Lee at work

This International Women’s Day, let’s take some time to thank and congratulate our outstanding servicewomen for their contributions to the Army. That being
said, we should not limit this appreciation to just those 24 hours. We should make it a constant effort to recognise our servicewomen for their parts in defending
our nation.
To all women out there, and especially those serving our nation: Happy International Women’s Day! n
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ARSENAL

SAR 21
||Written CPL Ashley Seek

Introduced in 1999, and made in order to replace the M16, the SAR 21 (Singapore
Assault Rifle - 21st Century) is the quintessential assault rifle of the Singapore
Armed Forces developed jointly with the Defence Technology Group, and the
Chartered Industries of Singapore.
The SAR 21 is a bullpup designed weapon (i.e., the butt stock of the weapon is
removed), making it about 20% shorter than the M16. The shorter length of the
weapon makes it more suitable for the soldiers to move in confined spaces. It
comes with a built-in aiming scope with a 1.5x magnification, allowing the soldier
to detect and hit targets rapidly and accurately. With the integrated 1.5x scope, our
soldiers no longer need to zero their rifles (the alignment of weapon sight to where
the barrel is pointing at).
The SAR 21 also has a feature called the Laser Aiming Device (LAD). It enables a
soldier to fire quickly without aiming through the scope. The LAD enhances a
soldier's combat survivability in the night and is highly effective for night combat
and close combat in built-up areas. The low recoil of SAR 21 gives the soldier better
control over the rifle and hence faster recovery between successive shots. This is
critical in combat operations where the soldier must be ready to fire his weapon
instinctively.
The SAR 21 is able to be attached with either a 40mm Grenade Launcher or M203
Grenade Launcher, expanding the weapon’s reach and firepower. Capable of being
customised to suit different operational scenarios, the SAR 21 is an extremely
versatile rifle.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 805mm
Calibre: 5.56 x 45mm
Barrel Length: 508mm
Sighting system: 1.5x Optical Scope Laser Aiming Device
Effective Range: 460m
Weight: 3.98 kg
Rate of fire: 450 - 650 rpm
Feed Device: 30 rounds Plastic Box Magazine
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THE SCIENCE BEHIND
THE IPPT 2.4 KM RUN
||CONTRIBUTED BY
Centre of Excellence for Soldier Performance
LTC (DR) Alexander Gorny
CPT (DR) Leong Wai Siang
REC Jarrett Tan

IPPT SEASON

I

t is that time of the year again when many of us are gearing up for the big exam. If you are reading this article and you
have not already started your training, do consider postponing the test to the months of May or June. Whatever the case,
the annual physical fitness test is so ingrained in the SAF culture, very few of us take the time to understand why and how
the test came about. n

PERFORMANCE TESTING
Researchers have always been keen to measure and compare the fitness of athletes
and military personnel. It would be quite simple if you tackled this question the
way we look at sports: Head to the 100m track, line up the participants and let
them clock their best timings. The reason why this approach is good for track
athletes is the same reason it performs poorly for the many other sports and
the military: Specificity. In this case, the ability to complete a 100m dash relies
heavily on an athlete’s anaerobic capacity. Distance runners, rowers, cyclists and
military personnel all require deep aerobic capacity on top of the occasional sprint
performance. This means that even if a soldier performed poorly during the 100m
sprint, it would not necessarily predict his or her performance in a military setting.

VO2MAX TESTING

FIELD-BASED VO2MAX TESTING

In order to reliably assess maximal aerobic fitness
without the ‘noise’ of differences in anaerobic
capacity, scientists developed the maximal oxygen
uptake test - or VO2max test in short. This test
measures an athlete in a steady-state, meaning the
athlete must sustain a level of performance which
would generally exceed the time-limit of a sprinter’s
burst capacity. The test has a participant sit on a
stationary bike or run on a treadmill at intensities /
speeds which are pre-programmed to increase every
2 or 3 minutes. The test also requires the athlete to
breathe through an apparatus, which captures the
exhaled breath so that it can be analysed for oxygen
and carbon dioxide concentrations. The test is
terminated once the participant can no longer hold
the intensity / speed for a requisite time.

While the laboratory tests are highly accurate, they are costly and difficult to run, requiring technical
expertise and expensive equipment. This means that the test cannot be performed on many individuals at
the same time. Therefore, a scientist working for the US military by the name Kenneth H. Cooper thought
he could develop a field-based VO2max test. His test might not be as accurate as the laboratory version,
but it would at the very least give a fair estimate of a person’s VO2max as if it had been measured in the
laboratory. His original test required participants run at a steady pace for exactly 12 minutes and coming
to a complete stop when time had run out. Using a sample population of young US Air Force personnel, he
conducted both the field and laboratory tests in order to devise an equation which could reliably estimate
actual VO2max based on scores obtained in the field.
( High intensity workout refers to activity that result in you having a heart rate of 70-85 % of your
maximum heart rate or the inability to converse normally i.e Speak only a few words in one breath. )

If the 2,400m test is so predictive, why don’t they run
this distance in the Olympics?
The 5,000m race is in fact very closely related to the original 12-minute Cooper test. The current world record holder for the men’s 5,000m ran this distance in 12
minutes & 37 seconds. The 2,400m test is pegged at the ‘average fitness’ category of a young male population. This explains in part the durability of the test, both
in the SAF and in other militaries.

Why 2,400m ?
The 12-minute Cooper test was easily conducted
on a standard 400m running track. However, when
administered to larger groups of participants there
were obvious challenges, determining the number
of laps run and final distance covered after 12
minutes. Cooper therefore developed a modified
test that would have participants run 1.5 miles
(2,400m) against a stop-watch. Why 2,400m and
not 3,000m? Interestingly, 2,400m was also the
upper limit of average physical fitness for males
aged 20-29 undertaking the 12-minute fixed
timing test. If the modified Cooper’s test had been
designed for women aged 20-29, then the distance
would have been shorter: 2,200m.

Your personal VO2max is very much a reflection of your
genes, environment and lifestyle. While we cannot
change our genetic make-up, there are many things
you can do to improve your overall fitness.

TIPS FOR IMPROVING
YOUR VO2MAX.
VO2max is calculated according to body weight.
Therefore just by shedding excess fat weight,
you will be able to improve your VO2max in the
laboratory. Remember that fat weight loss is
primarily a function of balanced nutrition.
Naturally any form of hard training will also go
a long way to improving your VO2max. Training
specificity is key to reaching peak performance
levels. This means you might even be losing some
strength or burst capacity while you are pushing
for greater endurance. Aim for at least 150min of
higher intensity training per week to raise your
fitness level. Marked improvements will occur
when you start to reach 300min per week.
Even after you have completed your test, a
balanced lifestyle with higher levels of daily
physical activity outside training will also help
maintain your lean muscle mass and reduce the
risks of severe deconditioning, especially in the
off-season.

TIPS FOR CLOCKING
FASTER 2.4 KM TIMINGS.
The 2.4km run test is a combination of VO2max
and running efficiency. The best way to improve
your running form is to clock training mileage over
middle (4-8km) and longer distances (>8km).
Most participants in the 2.4km forego the
10-minute warm-up required for the actual
Cooper’s test. Some people think that running two
rounds at a slow pace will adversely affect their
performance later. Just remember that you are
testing your steady-state VO2max in the 2.4km
run, not your burst capacity.
Run the 2.4km distance 1-2 times before the
actual test-date to re-familiarise yourself with the
track, especially if you have been running on roads
during training.

IS THERE ANY MAGIC-PILL
I CAN USE TO IMPROVE
MY 2.4KM RUN TIME?.
Despite what ad campaigns might lead you to
believe, there are no gels, creams or power drinks
which will boost your short-term performance.
However, do ensure that you are properly
hydrated, have had your breakfast and free from
illness on the morning of the test.
If you suffer from exercise-induced asthma, it
might be beneficial to take a puff from your
inhaler. That way you might not exactly run faster,
but at least you will avoid discomfort at the end
of the test.
Do consider wetting your head / upper body with
water before starting the run. The test might
already be over before your body has mounted a
proper sweat response.

Conclusion
The authors are aiming to achieve new personal bests at this year’s IPPT. Check the next edition of Army News for a
discussion on the humble push-up.
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A M OY Q U E E C A M P

re you located at Amoy Quee Camp? If you are, great! This issue, we have found some
A
treasures around the Ang Mo Kio area so that those of you at Amoy Quee can go
SWEEEEEE! However, do remember to eat in moderation! n

RAHIM MUSLIM FOOD
Operating since the 1960s, Rahim Muslim Food seems like any other food stall.
However, what it houses beneath its humble exterior is the stall’s signature dish:
the Power Mee Rebus. It takes the classic mee rebus recipe and mixes it up by
putting in a wad of satay sauce. The sauce does not overpower, but rather blends
in with the sweet and slight spiciness of the gravy. Additionally, you can toss in
an extra dollar for a hearty slice of chicken thigh!
PRICE: From $3.00
OPERATING HOURS: 12.15pm to 8pm (Closed on Sunday)
ADDRESS: 721 Ang Mo Kio Ave 8, Singapore 560721

It is lunchtime at a crowded S11 beside Ang Mo Kio Hub, and from the side you
see a massive queue leading out the middle. What you are seeing is probably the
queue for Qi Le Boneless Chicken Rice. Along the generous amount of rice, you
get your steamed chicken with a very smooth and light taste, laying over bean
sprouts and savoury sauce to enhance the chicken’s flavour. To top it off, even
the basic $3.50 set comes with a huge bowl of soup that has a very rich broth of
chicken and peanuts.

QI LE BONELESS CHICKEN RICE

PRICE: From $3.50
OPERATING HOURS: 10am to 8pm
ADDRESS: 51 Ang Mo Kio Ave 3, Singapore 569922

If you were walking around Jubilee Square, you may or may not have noticed the
small Hong Kong Dessert stall tucked in the corner of the first floor. As its name
suggests, it serves a wide variety of desserts, one of the recommended being
their mango with glutinous rice ball and black glutinous rice which has a lightly
sweet, but very refreshing taste. If you are up for snacks, the stall also sells Dim
Sum classics like Siew Mai and Ha Gao.
PRICE: From $3.90
OPERATING HOURS: 11am to 11pm (Sunday to Thursday)
11am to 11.30pm (Friday and Saturday)
ADDRESS: 61 Ang Mo Kio Ave 8, Jubilee Square,
Singapore 569814
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HONG KONG DESSERT

IN CASE

YOU MISSED OUT...
The Singapore Army
14 Feb 2018

oursingaporearmy
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The Singapore Army wishes you a Happy Valentine’s Day!

An Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) was safely disposed of by our SAF Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Team. The SAF EOD team responded upon activation on
21 Feb at around 1815hr. Upon reaching the site along Tanah Merah Coast Road,
the team assessed the UXO to be a 15cm High Explosive projectile. The UXO was
disposed on-site by the EOD team on 22 Feb at around 1050hr. Thank you SAF
EOD team for your 24/7 operational readiness.

Still looking for your valentine? We’ve got someone perfect just for you!

#ArmyReadySoldierStrong

Graphic designed by PTE Shawn Cheow (Army News)
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The Singapore Army
16 Feb 2018

Total Defence: Our Island Defenders
While everyone is celebrating during this festive holiday, let us not forget about
our Protection of Installations (POI) troopers from 9th battalion, Singapore
Infantry Regiment (9 SIR) who are doing their part to keep Singapore safe. As
part of Total Defence, Military Defence plays an important role to defend or deter
against security threats. To remain operational, our soldiers train hard to prepare
themselves during times of crisis.
Thank you for keeping Singapore safe and secure.
Vigilance and Resilient!
#ArmyReadySoldierStrong
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Video by: CPL Tan Jit Jenn (Army News)
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Stay tuned to The Singapore Army
Facebook page for more details

